Food webs usually display an intricate mix of trophic interactions where multiple prey are common. In this context omnivory has been the subject of intensive analysis regarding food web stability and structure. In a three species omnivory setting it is shown that the modeling of prey preference by the top predator may exert a strong influence on the short as well as on the long term dynamics of the respective food web. Clearly, this has implications concerning the stability and the structure of omnivory systems under disturbances such as nutrient enrichment.
Introduction
The behaviour of models with three or more interactive species have been investigated by several authors, focusing on how different aspects may affect their dynamics. Omnivory, defined as the feeding on nonadjacent trophic levels and found to be widespread in nature (Polis et al., 1989) , is a relevant topic of this sort of investigation. It has been studied with respect to conditions for coexistence, nutrient enrichment, behavioural, top-down and bottom-up effects (Holt and Polis, 1997; Diehl and Feibel, 2000; Hart, 2002; Kuijper et al., 2003) , amongst others.
In a study to re-evaluate the omnivory-stability relationship in food web dynamics, McCann and Hastings (1997) proposed a three-species omnivory with a fixed preference term, concluding that intermediate omnivory levels (dictated by the preference term) tend to stabilise the food web dynamics. This type of selection term has been utilised in several works dealing with food web dynamics. However, the investigation of alternative forms of preference modeling has been called for so as to assess their influence on the results of food web theory (Huxel and McCann, 1998; Jefferies, 2000) .
Early studies (Murdoch, 1969; Oaten and Murdoch, 1975) suggested that functional response type II and III, may either have a stabilising or destabilising effect on the dynamics. A common feature of these works is the prey preference structure which, according to the cited references, can be embedded in two settings (sensu Holt, 1983 et al.) : 1) non-switching predators; and 2) switching predators. The first setting portrays a fixed predator behaviour with respect to the density of its alternative prey. The second is based upon the relative prey densities, within the frame of predator switching sensu Murdoch and Oaten (1975) . Associated with this switching behaviour there is also the concept of risk index, proposed by some authors (Mastsuda, 1986 Resorting to the formulation of preference put forward by Post et al. (2000) , the omnivory model (1), (hereinafter named switching model (SW)), is proposed here:
dP dt
The terms switching and non-switching presented above are used to characterise the preference structure, besides distinguishing between the two models to be analysed. The precise interpretation of the preference parameter p is different in these two models: in model (2) it represents the fraction of actual searching time (i.e., not counting handling time) allocated to searching for prey of species 2, whereas in model (3) it represents a weighing factor such that the fraction of the total time spent searching for plus the handling of either prey species is proportional to their weighed frequency in the population, with p being the weighing factor for species 2 and 1-p for species 1. Further, for 0 < p < 0, model 2 depicts a functional response multi-species type II (Hassel, 1978) , and model 3 depicts a functional response type III which gives to the model a capacity to switch between functional response type II (e.g., p = 0 and 1) and functional response type III (e.g., 0 < p < 0).
The dynamics of NSW (2) and SW (3) will be analysed with respect to preference term w. The analysis will span the whole range of preference, i.e., 0 ≤ w ≤1, where for w = 0 the omnivory model (2) becomes a tritrophic food chain (see Hastings and Powell, 1991 for more information), while for w = 1 it becomes a food web with two consumers sharing a common resource (competition) -two of the omnivory background structures according to Vandermeer (2006) . This range gives a complete picture of the dynamical effects of preference modeling when the system's structure gradually changes between these extremes. Both models will also be analysed with respect to a gradient of the basal productivity K. The importance of analysing the influence of primary productivity (i.e., bottom-up effect) lies in the fact that, among others, the habitat destruction and/or fragmentation rate by anthropogenic activities is continuously increasing. Furthermore, in theoretical ecology some endeavor has been directed to understand the influence of the carrying capacity level on the structure of food webs, since it may destabilise food web dynamics (e.g., paradox of enrichment, Rosenzweig (1971) ), (Abrams & Roth, 1994) .
These bifurcation diagrams were developed using FORTRAN 95. The local minima and maxima longis more prone to predation as its density increases with respect to other alternative prey.
In this light, a switching preference function is introduced in the omnivory model presented in McCann and Hastings (1997) so as to evaluate whether such structural change could lead to major dynamical modification with respect to the preference modeling. In addition, regarding nutrient enrichment, an analysis is performed for these two types of preference. Results evidence that there may be significant alteration in dynamical behaviour, stressing thus, the importance of preference modeling in food web theory.
Methods

Omnivory models
The omnivory model is characterised by a logistic growth of the resource population (R), functional response type II of the consumer (C) on resource and predator (P) on resource and consumer. A model for a three species omnivory food web (a closed loop omnivory according to Vandermeer, 2006) can take the following form:
where R, C and P are resource, consumer and predator densities, respectively; K is the resource carrying capacity; R 0 , R 02 are the half-saturation densities of the resource (R) and C 0 the half-saturation density of the consumer (C); x c , x p are the mass-specific metabolic rates of consumer and predator species, respectively; y c , y pr and y pc are measures of ingestion rate of consumer species and predator (Yodzis and Innes, 1992; McCann and Yodzis, 1994a, b; McCann and Hastings, 1997) . Assuming model 1 as framework (see Yodzis and Innes, 1992; McCann and Yodzis, 1994a , b for more details about numerical analyses), model 2 and 3 will be built in two different ways of preference parameters as shown below. McCann and Hastings (1997) have investigated the omnivory intensity role in the dynamics of the food chain model (1) by adding a non-switching selection term w to the predator functional and numerical response type II as shown in model (2) (hereinafter named non-switching model (NSW)):
w in NSW and SW, respectively. The parameter set employed (x c = 0.40, x p = 0.08, y c = 2.009, y pr = 2.000, y pc = 5.0, R 0 = 0.16129, R 02 = 0.50 and C 0 = 0.50) produces chaotic dynamics in a three species food chain (McCann and Yodzis, 1994a) . The results for SW are: 1. SW dynamics becomes a two point cycle for 0 < w < 0.02; for 0.02 < w < 0.77, this cycle dynamics turns into a stable dynamics; it turns back into cycling dynamics for w > 0.77. 2. On the other hand, in NSW the chaotic dynamic can persist for relatively higher values of the selection term (w < 0.15). The stable dynamics range for NSW (0.35 < w < 0.65) is shorter than the stable dynamics range for the SW (0.02 < w < 0.77). 3. For 0.6 < w < 0.65 consumer extinction occurs in NSW, while in SW consumer persists for all values of w. 4. In NSW the predator goes to extinction for w > 0.65, while the same happens in the SW only for w > 0.97, increasing thus the range of coexistence of the IGP food web. Here, the NSW model analysis depicts the whole range of the bifurcation diagram, including the complete value of p (0-1) and the local maxima and minima of the attractor, as opposed to McCann and Hastings (1997) where only local minima was shown and discussed. In term dynamics (solid points) and local minima transient (dashed line) were obtained for the parameter of prey preference (0 ≤ w ≤ 1) and carrying capacity (0 ≤ K ≤ 2) in a STEP SIZE of 0.001 and ISTEP of 10000. The longterm data simulations were carried out after 5,000 time units, eliminating the transient effect, and the transient data simulations were carried out gathering only the first 5,000 time units.
Results
The parameter values taken from the background structures consist of chaotic solutions to the tritrophic food chain (modified by McCann and Yodzis, 1994a , which were also employed by McCann and Hastings, 1997) and unstable solutions (two-point limit cycles and top predator extinction to the competition setting). Two bifurcation diagrams for each population as a function of the selection term w and the primary productivity (K) were built for the NSW and SW models, in order to investigate the interplay among omnivory, preference and basal productivity. spectrum between the tritrophic food chain and competition setting for NSW and SW models:
Prey preference
• w = 0.11 -predator preference on the consumer as its food intake. This case corresponds to chaotic dynamics in NSW.
• w = 0.5 -maximum degree of omnivory.
• w = 0.89 -predator preference on the resource as its food intake. This case corresponds to a mirror image of w = 0.11.
this way, this study expands the numerical results of model 2 and compares them with the results of model 3.
To sum up, and comparing with NSW in McCann and Hastings (1997) , the long-term analysis shows that SW is able to stabilise the omnivory food web for lower values of w by placing the population minima further away from the axes.
Gradient of productivity (enrichment)
Long Term Dynamics (attractors)
Throughout the productivity gradient the preference term w was chosen to take on three values along the A striking difference is the coexistence of all three species along the nutrient gradient in SW, as opposed to consumer extinction in NSW.
When preference is directed towards the resource (w = 0.89), the bifurcation analysis of NSW and SW suggest quite similar dynamical behaviour for the resource and the consumer. The same applies to the K range of stability and instability. The results are as follows.
1. Only the resource is able to invade and persist for 0 < K ≤ 0.16. Figure 3a -c depicts the long-term local maxima and minima (solid points), and the transient dynamics local minima (dashed line) in NSW for a range of carrying capacities above and below that given in the standard model (1), where K = 1.
For w = 0.11 the dynamical results of NSW can be summarised as follows:
1. For 0 < K ≤ 0.16, only the resource can invade and persist. 2. Resource and consumer can persist in a stable state for 0.16 ≤ K < 0.25. Predator is able to invade and persist in a stable state for K ≥ 0.25, keeping the consumer density constant. 3. Two point limit cycle begins to occur for K > 0.58, reaching a chaotic dynamics for 0.82 < K < 1.45. These outcomes point to a dynamical variety as a response to nutrient enrichment for NWS in all three trophic levels. Figure 4 a-c displays the effects of nutrient enrichment on the resource for SW when the predator preference is on the consumer (w = 0.11). The following points are brought out:
1. Consumer invades and persists for K > 0.16, while predator does the same for K > 0.25; thereafter all three trophic levels coexist in a stable steady state. 2. After predator's invasion, there is a sharp decrease in the consumer level, while in NSW the consumer level is constant after predator's invasion. 3. At relatively high carrying capacities (K > 1.66), SW shows a two point limit cycle. According to the results, SW showed to be more stable along the carrying capacities values than NSW.
For w = 0.5 Figure 5a -c displays the results for the NSW:
1. Only the resource is able to invade and persist for 0 < K ≤ 0.16. 2. For 0.16 ≤ K ≤ 0.30, resource and consumer coexist in a stable state, where consumer density increases and resource density remains constant. 3. When predator population is able to invade and persist (K ≥ 0.30), the consumer density decreases steadily attaining zero at K = 1.13. Thereafter, the coexistence of predator and resource obeys standard predator-prey models in face of nutrient enrichment (i.e., constant resource and increasing predator level). Coexistence for the three species occurs for 0.30 ≤ K ≤ 1.13. For w = 0.5 Figure 6a -c displays the results for SW, which are summed up next.
1. The consumer is able to invade and persist for K > 0.16. 2. The predator invades and persists for K > 0.30, when all three trophic levels coexist in a stable state. 3. This stable state ceases to exist for K ≥ 1.7, when a two point limit cycle ensues. 2. Consumer is able to invade and attains a stable state for 0.48 > K > 0.16. 3. For K > 0.48, both systems exhibit complex behaviour. 4. As to the predator dynamics NSW suggests that its invasion cannot occur for K < 1.77. An unstable coexistence ensues for 1.77 ≤ K < 1.90.
For K > 1.90 the whole system collapses. On the other hand in SW, predator invasion is possible for K > 0.66, leading the food web to a coexistence in complex cycles. The attractor dynamical results are summed up in Table 1 for NSW and SW regarding coexistence, stability and productivity. Table 1 . The attractor dynamics with respect to the predator preference for NSW and SW models regarding coexistence, stability and productivity. 
Non-Switching model (2) Preference on R R-C R-C-P R-P
Discussion
Several works deal with coexistence in food webs as a function of adaptive consumption (Krivan and Diehl, 2005) , gradient of omnivory (Vandermeer, 2006) , and in a broader context, the degree of poliphagy (Vandermeer and Pascual, 2006) . Within this context, omnivory models have been the subject of theoretical investigation as regards the stability and the structure of food webs. Since in a three species omnivory model the top predator feeds upon the consumer as well as on the resource, the respective models usually resort to employing preference or not in the predation process. When preference is taken into account, it is commonly assumed to be of fixed type (but see Kuijper et al., 2003) .
However, as pointed out in Jefferies (2000), Huxel and McCann (1998) , an alternative modeling of prey selection, e.g., switching preference (sensu Post et al., 2000) , may strongly alter not only the short but the food web long term dynamics as well, when compared with fixed preference. The functional response type II is employed in this analysis based on the fact that several works assert that this kind of functional response is commonly observed in nature (Hassell, 1978; Faria et al., 2004a,b; Rocha and Redaelli, 2004) .
In this view, this work performed an analysis for the purpose of evaluating the influence that fixed and switching preference linked to the functional response type II might exert on the short and long term dynamics of an omnivory food web subject to nutrient and preference degree gradients.
The main results can be summarised as follows. The switching preference term stabilises the omnivory model for a wider range of preference values w than its fixed preference counterpart. Moreover, unlike NSW, chaotic behaviour does not occur for SW.
As to nutrient enrichment, for a low preference value (i.e., predator preference on consumer), NSW exhibits complex behaviour for a considerably wide range of K, whereas SW is stable, presenting limit cycles only for high values within the examined K range. For maximum omnivory (w = 0.5), NSW presents stability all over the carrying capacity range. However, coexistence is only possible up to a critical value of K, above which consumer goes to extinction. On the other hand, SW predicts a stable coexistence, with two point limit cycles only for high K. For a high preference value (i.e., predator preference on resource), both models produce a wide range of instability and the coexistence of all three trophic levels is possible solely in an unstable state in SW. Despite the dynamical outcomes having significant differences, both models evidence instability with respect to increasing carrying capacity as predicted by the paradox of enrichment (Roseinzweig, 1971) .
Regarding transient dynamics and nutrient gradient, resource and consumer transient minima remain further from zero and close to their respective attractors for low levels of carrying capacity, while the predator minima densities remain constant through the whole K values. Furthermore, for a carrying capacity with intermediate and high values (K > 0.5) resource and consumer local transient minima approach zero. Irrespective of the models, consumer local transient minima seem to follow the attractor through the carrying capacity gradient.
The transient results obtained here may be of importance as to empirical settings, since those are usually performed over a relatively short time scale. Diehl and Feibel (2000) carried out an experiment generating a time series of an intraguild food web (e.g. two ciliates and one bacterium) which suggested that coexistence of both ciliates may be affected by the transient dynamics. Moreover, their experiment showed that for low enrichment levels the consumer transient approached the attractor, while higher levels of enrichment pushed the transient dynamics away from the attractor's (see Figure 5a , p. 209 in Diehl and Feibel, 2000) . Such results are theoretically corroborated by the non preference setup of SW (with maximum omnivory, w = 0.5). Although it is not possible to perform a direct comparison with the experimental setting due to the arbitrary values used in this analysis, the results suggest that low values of carrying capacity values may produce more stable consumer dynamics, thus enabling a recovery from low densities up to the attractor.
The bifurcation analysis of the presented deterministic models partially embeds the intrinsic uncertainty of the model parameters, since it displays the possible dynamical behaviours as a function of some of the analysed parameters values ranges. As a matter of fact, other mathematical modeling structures, such as probabilistic models and/or stochastic differential equations could handle as well the aforementioned parameter uncertainties.
The results shown here point out the importance of preference modeling in the determination of long as well as short term food web dynamics. It is therefore suggested that dynamical analysis of systems where multiple prey are present should consider alternative ways of preference modeling. This is certainly the case of most natural food webs where an intricate mix of trophic interactions usually occurs.
